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THE SATANIC AGENDA AGAINST WOMEN
AND THEIR FAMILIES
THERE IS A WAR ON WOMEN!

o Women's identity is in the world’s spotlight like never before. It is
our responsibility as the Church to respond with wisdom according
to what the bible teaches us to do. In the following study guide we
will equip you with the word of God.
o There are so many reasons the devil targets women. Women have
always played an instrumental role in the Kingdom of Jesus Christ,
and they always get the victory through God. The devil would seek
to attack women and compromise their importance and inheritance
in the Kingdom.
o Today many people believe themselves too intellectual, too smart to

believe in God. The Bible says these people are always learning but
never come to knowledge of the Truth. This is Satanic: at the core is
pride: Proverb 3:7, 2 Timothy 3:7. Matthew 18:13

Satan may have enmity toward woman and their families, but our Lord has
declared promises and favor towards us: "The Lord shall increase you more
and more, you and your children." Psalm 115:14
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•

Scriptures not quoted.

IT ALL STARTED IN THE GARDEN
i.

Genesis 3:1-6, 1 John 2:15-17.

Satan targets Eve and launches a psychological attack. This attack is meant to
undermine her faith and cause Eve to compromise herself. Note verse 6: here
we see the threefold temptation of man: lust of the flesh, lust of the eyes and
the pride of life.
ii.

Genesis 3:7-13

Here we see how everything drastically changed after Eve compromised her
obedience to God. The innocence was gone. That's why Jesus said we must
become like a child to inherit the Kingdom of God. Taking this position in your
faith greatly empowers you.
iii.

Matthew 18:13, Genesis 3:14-16.

Satan's war on women goes back to Genesis 3:15. As we examine the
landscape of history, it is easy to note the glaring abuses and mistreatment of
women specifically.
iv.

Genesis 3:16, Ephesians 5:25

These scriptures teach us why childbirth is painful and why relationships
sometimes feel one sided. We learn here why wives often desire their
husbands seemingly more than the man. For this reason, the Lord gives man
specific instructions on how to love his wife well.
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THE DEVIL KNOWS THAT IF HE ATTACKS WOMEN, HE IS
ATTACKING FAMILIES DIRECTLY
v.

2 Timothy 3:1-7.

There is a prophecy in the Bible which reveals a specific agenda of satan to
infiltrate the minds of women in the last days!

vi.

Proverb 18:22

A husbands favor comes from his wife. Yes! That is what the bible teaches
us; when a man finds the wife of God's choosing, he finds a good thing. And
his life is blessed with favor.

PRECIOUS WOMEN OF GOD THROUGHOUT THE BIBLE
God loves all His daughters!
Remember Queen Esther? She who replaced Queen Vashti and was used of
the Lord to deliver the Jewish people from the evil attack under the hands of
Haman.
The Queen of Sheeba who visited King Solomon and the very prosperous
Lydia, the seller of purple in Acts: 16:14, converted to the Lord. Both women
were prosperous, wealthy, influential women who were an asset to the
kingdom of God.
Deborah was a righteous Judge in Israel. Her presence and assignment in the
Lord, brought order into her community in a time of civil unrest Judges 5.
Her prophecies brought victory in a time when her people were attacked by
enemies.
Women are significant in the Kingdom of God! No wonder there is a war on
women!
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